COOKIE POLICY
To make this site work better, sometimes we install small data files called “cookies” on your device.
What are cookies?
A cookie is a small text file that websites save on your computer or device while you visit them. Using
cookies, the site records your actions and preferences (for example, login, language, character size and
other view settings) so that you don’t have to re-enter them when you return to the site or go from one
page to another.
How do we use cookies?
Technical cookies
Proprietary domain /1.-3. part this site / 1. part Name
cookie/Expiration_icl_current_language / 24 hours _cookie_privacy_accepted / 1 year Purpose We use
technical cookies to remember the user’s navigation settings on the site, such as the navigation language
selected and the user’s acceptance of the use of analytical cookies. No sensitive information is saved.
Google Analytics
Proprietary domain /1.-3. part this site, youtube.com / 1. part + 3. part Name cookie/ Expiration __utma / 2
years __utmb / 30 minutes __utmc / end of session __utmz / 6 months __utmv / 2 years _ga / 2 years
_gat / 10 minutes Purpose Google Analytics’ cookies are used to measure traffic on our site. No sensitive
information is saved. For more information, see Google Privacy policy, analytics policy, description of
Google Analytics cookies by Google.
YouTube videos
Proprietary domain /1.-3. part youtube.com / 3. part Name cookie/Expiration APISID,
CheckConnectionTempCookie576, HSID, Login_INFO, PREF, SAPISID, SID, SSID,
VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE, YSC, Demographics, recently_watched _video_id_list, use_hitbox,
GED_PLAYLIST_ACTIVITY mfl. / The expiration date varies from the end of the session to two years.
Purpose These cookies are installed through embedded YouTube videos. They record anonymous
statistics about users’ views of the videos and viewing settings. No sensitive information is saved unless
the user accessed his/her Google account and it is active. In that case, the preferences are associated
with the user’s Google account, for example, liking a video or saving it in favourites. For more information,
see: Google Privacy policy.
Vimeo videos
Proprietary domain /1.-3. part player.vimeo.com, f.vimeocdn.com / 3. part Name cookie/Expiration UID,
UIDR, __gads, __utma, __utmb, __utmc, __utmt_player, __utmv, __utmz, aka_debug, clips, player,
vuid. / The expiration date varies from the end of the session to two years. Purpose These cookies are
installed through embedded Vimeo videos. They record anonymous statistics about users’ views of the
videos and viewing settings. No sensitive information is saved unless the user accessed his/her Vimeo
account and it is active. In that case, the preferences are associated with the user’s Vimeo account, for
example, liking a video or saving it in favourites. For more information, see: Vimeo Privacy policy, Vimeo
Cookie Policy.
How can I control cookies?
You can control and/or check cookies however you want – to learn more, go to aboutcookies.org. You can
delete cookies already on your computer and set almost all browsers to prevent their being installed. If

you choose this option, you will have to manually change some preferences every time you visit the site
and certain services or specified functions may not be available.

